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The Aegis Planning Sheet

Quick Start
This Excel sheet helps to plan the improvements for your Aegis game session. 

 Input: insert your parameters in the gray fields.
 Result: the more important outputs are showed using colors: green for food, yellow for gold etc.
 Not standard: exceptional parameters are usually showed using red color as foreground.
 Ouput: all the other fields, different from those listed above, are output or labels.

Basically, to use this sheet, you must:

1. Fill in all the gray fields in the Main sheet in order to specify your province’s data.
2. Specify your buildings in the gray fields of you Current sheet.
3. Specify your army in the gray fields of you Army sheet (Quantity and Skill).
4. Specify your mercenary in the gray fields of you Mercenary sheet (Quantity and Skill).
5. List your special buildings in the Quantity gray field of you Special sheet (1=Yes, 0=No).
6. List your kingdom acts in the Quantity gray field of you Acts sheet (1=Yes, 0=No).
7. Decide how many new acres you’re going to buy in the New Acres field (Main).
8. Plan your new buildings filling the gray fields of the Future sheet.
9. Check out your future situation in the Main sheet.

For further information, please read through next sections.

The “Current” sheet
Here the user must insert the current values of the province, filling data in the gray fields. You must insert the number 
of units (not acres) you assign to each unitary building in the Now column, the planning sheet evaluates the number of 
acres and the people employed in the corresponding jobs, so you must not specify the number of employed. One 
exception holds for the Entertainers: you must specify the number of entertainers in the pink field.

Some notes:
 Numbers displayed in red italic represents non conventional parameters (e.g. pub don’t need people).
 The Peop. field represents the current number of citizen employed in that job. By default we assume that this 

equals the Max number of people allowed by the existing buildings.
 Skills management: insert in the Skill field the current skill values of your workers. As turns goes on this will be 

automatically updated with respect of the “Turns Past” field (see the Main sheet), and showed in the Sk2 field.
 Numbers displayed in red italic represents non conventional parameters (e.g. pub don’t need people).
 The Prod column should match your current resource production, taking into consideration all possible modifiers 

(special buildings or kingdom acts).
 The Hum and Land tells you, respectively, the percentage of human resource and land resource you are dedicating 

to the activity.
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The “Future” sheet
This sheet is useful to make decision. Here the user can insert the planned future buildings and improvements, filling 
data in the gray fields. You must insert the new number of units (not acres) you plan to assign in the New column 
(incremental units). One exception holds for the Entertainers: you must specify the total number of entertainers, and not 
the incremental value.

Some considerations:
 The Homes field (C29) is not updated in this sheet, even if the sheet evaluates that there will be an income of 

population in the next turns. In this way the incoming of people is estimated using  the value of the Free acres field, 
in order to update the People field in the Main sheet. Things work this way because the only important issue, when 
planning new acres, is to make sure there will be enough food for the new settlers.

 In Aegis when you add new workers skill decreases considering the new “weighted average” value (new workers 
start from 2.5 or 5.0, depending of the University). Since the planning sheet is, roughly speaking, a little pessimistic 
(it forecasts the future using a fixed skill value: the old one), this “average change” is not taken into consideration 
when adding new workers. By this mechanism we compensate the fact we do not use the increased skills when 
planning the future.

 The Total values (E35:G35) tells you what you are going to spend for the buildings you are planning. Notice that 
the Planning sheet removes the these amount from your future production, so you will see less resources in the 
Future section of the Main sheet.

The “Main” sheet
Let’s consider this sheet section by section:

1. CURRENT: here the user must insert the current values of his province in the gray fields.
2. FUTURE: do not write here. In this section you’ll read the future situation of your province.
3. Turns past: usually you can forget this. But, if you have not updated all the values of your province, and you 

know, for example, that 20 turns have passed since the last time you updated values in the Current sheet, you could 
write “20” here. In this way you should know the current production parameters of your province, and current skills 
of your workers and soldiers.

4. Turns future: very important! Write here the number of turns you want to forecast. Then look at the others 
parameters: you can estimate the production and gold income, taking into consideration the buildings you planned 
in the “Future” sheet.

5. New acres: very important! Write here the number of new acres you want to explore. We assume the first you’ll 
buy the new acres, and only then you’ll start the buildings you planned in the Future sheet. For example:

 Turns future: 100.
 New acres: 500.

This will show the situation after 100 turns if you bought 500 acres (more or less “now”), and then you would use 
them as depicted in the “Future” sheet.

6. Production data: the cells in the range B19:E28 show the production you have now (Current) and what it’s 
planned for the future (Future). The Food difference tells you if you produce more food than what it’s eaten, and 
the Net difference estimates the Networth increase in one turn: this does not take into consideration military events, 
like firing skilled soldiers or loosing battles.

7. Population: the cells in the range H19:I27 show the people income situation, current and future.
8. Money: the cells in the range L19:M26 show the gold income situation, current and future. Morover:

• Acres (Now): the number of acres (new land) that you could buy right now.
• Plateau (Now): how many turns are missing to reach the “Bank plateau” (see below).
• Plateau (Abs): the distance between two plateau (misured in turns).
• Acres (Max): the number of acres you could buy when you reach the plateau.

Bank plateau
In Aegis, the more you earn money, the more you have fraud. You can keep “money safe” buildings banks, this 
completely eliminates fraud until you reach a “safe level” (showed in the P13 cell of the Current and Future sheets).
When you have so much money to overtake this “safe level”, your fraud increases turn after turn, and after a while you 
reach a plateau, i.e., your gold total amount goes just up and down, keeping more or less constant. In details: the slope 
of the plateau depends by the money income, and the number of turns necessary to reach the threshold depends by the 
number of banks.
This suggest to explore new acres of land when you reach the plateau, in this way you buy the largest amount of land 
without wasting time wondering “maybe I can earn much more gold”.
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The “Army” sheet
Here the user can insert the army’s parameters, filling data in the gray fields.
The current number of soldiers must be specified in the Q.ty column, while the New column allow you to evaluate how 
many new units you would like to add in the future. You can insert current skill values in the Skill column, the system 
updates these values taking into consideration the number of turns (past and future) indicated in the Main sheet.
There are other two parameters you must insert manually: the Morale value (cell C1) and the King Defence (cell B24).
Some considerations:

 You can add other type of soldier in this sheet: just insert some new rows after the 13th, then copy a range of 
existing cells (in example the range A5:R10) and past them below the 13th row.

 The defence parameters (like Total Defence, Defence inc’ Walls etc.) are evaluated using the Special Buildings and 
the Kingdom Acts modifiers. So they should match exactly the real situation.

The “Mercenary” sheet
Here the user can insert the number of officers’s and mercenaries, filling data in the gray fields.
The current number of units must be specified in the Q.ty column, while the New column allow you to evaluate how 
many new units you would like to add in the future. You can insert current skill values in the Skill column, the system 
updates these values taking into consideration the number of turns (past and future) indicated in the Main sheet.
Some considerations:

 The column Coverage estimates (roughly) the spy defence coverage provide by your agents. This does not apply to 
other officers or mercenaries. 

The “Special” sheet
Here you can specify the Special Buildings you have builded so far, or the ones you’re planning to build.
If a Special Building is active (i.e. it’s present) just write “1” in the Q.ty column, otherwise write “0”.
The columns  Points, Text and Gold represent, respectly, the amount of Study Points, Textile and Gold required to start 
planning that special building. If the numbers are green you can start planning the building, if they are red you need 
more resources.
Some considerations:

 The column Time tells you how many turns are needed for the building, while Days indicates how many days are 
required, assume you play continuously (i.e. 24 turns per day).

 The columns Result (Current and Future) shows the modifiers that are automatically applied in the corresponding 
sheets. This holds only for building having the name written in blue, this means that the Planning sheet knows the 
corresponding parameters (e.g. the Bazaar does not offer modifiers to apply elsewhere).

 The cell D40:E41 show a link to your resource situation (Current and Future). Notice that we use the Future values 
to evaluate if a Special Building can be planned: in this way you can find out how many turns you need before 
starting new plans.

The “Acts” sheet
Here you can specify the Kingdom Acts you have bought so far, or the ones you’re planning to buy.
If a Kingdom Act is active (i.e. it’s present) just write “1” in the Q.ty column, otherwise write “0”.
The columns Result (Current and Future) shows the modifiers that are automatically applied in the corresponding 
sheets. This holds only for acts having the name written in blue, this means that the Acts sheet knows the corresponding 
parameters. Some considerations:

 The Building Act does not exist: it’s just the parameter which decide the building points needed to build a new acre.
 Sometime a Special Building and a Kingdom Act modify the same game parameter (e.g. the cost of land 

exploration). In this case we first apply the Special Building modifier, than the Kingdom Act modifier: for this 
reasong the Acts sheet take some input data from the Special sheet.
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The “Trade” sheet
This is not necessary (this sheet is useful only if you use the Bazaar Special Building).
You can insert the amount of textile you wish to trade in the Sell column, then you can see how many resources you 
would obtain in the Gain column.
Some considerations:

 Given your average textile production, the Gain per turn column tells you how you could “survive” just trading all 
the textile you earn, turn after turn.

 The Maximum Gain column shows the maximum gain you could earn if you sold all the textile that you have, in 
just one trade.

 When you insert data in this sheet, the Planning sheet removes the traded textile from your future production: this 
means that you will see less textile in the Future section of the Main sheet.

The “Params” sheet
This sheet is used for inner calculation of some parameters. We suggest to not touch this sheet at all, you can 
completely ignore it.
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